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President’s Message 12/01/2017
Dear Members,
Pip and I have driven to several places in the North Bay since
October and witnessed many areas of what can only be described
as ‘scorched earth’. Almost everyone locally knows of a friend or
family member that has lost all. Many times we heard that the most
overwhelming loss were all the family memories saved in photo
albums and picture frames. Our reaction to this was to start a
cataloguing process and begin to digitize all our irreplaceable
photos. We want our legacy, especially those of the children and
the IW puppies, recorded for safe-keeping.
Your Board anguished over the decision to cancel the 2017
Specialty. This unprecedented act created not only a loss
financially, but a more unsatisfying labor of unwinding all the hard
volunteer work that had been accomplished and is now being
undone. This year will go down as a red mark in the books but not
one that would have created insolvency in many Clubs. The
diligent work achieved since 2012 placed your Club in the position
to weather this storm and survive.
I ask you to please take some time and re-read and familiarize
yourselves with some of the items discussed in the last two
President’s Messages contained in our June through September
Bugles. The messages highlight many points that your Club finds
itself under pressure from. My reaction to these is an immediate
urgency to construct the only solution, in my opinion, and that of
counsel, to a situation that I believe we need to address. I will ask
the Board at our next meeting to vote on a measure to address you,
the membership, at the next AGM. The purpose will be to initiate
the process, (if we qualify at the Federal level, then the State), to
change our current tax status to that of a 501(c) 3. This process is
time-consuming and will not be completed during my tenure, but if
successful, the difference members would experience is a tax
deduction for donations made to the NCIWC for the year made.
Only then can we be assured to achieve defenses against rising
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future expenses and safeguard our Club’s jewel in the crown;
charitable giving and more importantly our legacy of knowledge.
I write this to you from the ‘countryside’ where Pip and I
have shared laughter and memorable times sampling the local
fares and wares. Most importantly, I owe a reciprocal act of
sharing. Our NCIWC 2014 Specialty Judge, Mrs. Pat Pask of
Wales, 2017 IW Cruft’s Judge, past President and editor in Chief
of the oldest IW Club in the world, graciously and surprisingly
printed a photo of our first IW on the (back) cover of their annual
magazine. It would appear obvious he was a silver Wheaten. What
is not clear is that the tractor Pat rides is a shocking vibrant pink!
Thank you, for yours’ and Peters’ words of experience and
encouragement, when we were planning our first litter.
Jonathan Giles
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NCIWC Board Meeting Minutes
Napa Valley Exposition, 575 Third Street, Napa, CA 94559
Saturday, 11/11/2017
Meeting Began: 12:20pm
Roll Call/Members In Attendance: Mary Sharkey-Christian, Frank
Christian, Jonathan Giles, Chris Thompson, Kim Morris, Megan
Thompson, Karen Corriea, Lisa Burr, Robin Burchett, Terry
Burchett, Kevin Steele, Cindy Steele, Anne Simpson, Lori
Finucane, Peggy Squires.
Guest(s) In Attendance: Terri Whitt
Acceptance of previous Minutes: Unanimous acceptance.
Reminder mentioned that US Mail (snail mail) and email will be
used to share important Specialty documents, ballots, dues
renewals and Premium Lists.
President Report from Jon Giles: This should be a social, fun club.
All Board members should cc themselves when corresponding via
email in order to track. Reminder to Board that each email should
be 1 vote and 1 topic for clarity. A quick response to email is
appreciated. Create a new heading when a new topic is created.
The Secretary is to record votes via email as part of meeting
minutes.
Secretary Report from Chris Thompson: IRS recording has been
done by Chris. The Board has selected Mary Sharkey-Christian to
take over Chris’s remaining months as Club Secretary. Mary will
need to register this change with AKC and with the State of
California as part of the Club’s tax exempt status.
Treasurer Report from Ann Gould: Club has $30,976.44 in the
bank. Entry fees and other expenses from the Specialty have
been refunded. We have been frugal. A sample of the NCIWC
medallions was shown to the group. These were ordered for the
2017 Specialty for placements 2, 3 and 4 in the classes. We have
over 400 medallions so they may be used for other events, in
addition to the 2018 Specialty. Via email prior to this meeting but
after the last meeting, the Board unanimously voted to pay our
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2017 Specialty judge, Sue Cole, $373.66 for expenses incurred
and not refundable for travel to our show (cancelled).
Committee Reports:

2017 Specialty Shows: Jonathan to write a follow up
message to members with a recap and plans for next year.
Kay Paz is following up with those who pre-paid for lunch at
the Specialty. Discussion regarding the future of the
Boutique. Should we consider doing more/having more logo
items on hand? We have the ability to receive orders through
PayPal. We may need new artwork for embroidery of logo items.
Original artwork done by Martha VanLone and embroidery done
by Hall’s. Jonathan motioned to form a committee to take
over/obtain interim pricing on logo items. Motion approved. The
request/announcement will go in The Bugle. Lisa Burr, Cindy
Steele, and Junko Ishihara expressed interest in the committee.
Megan shared that the zippered hoodies were very popular. Junko
shared that the digital logo allows for greater design detail.
Activities: Need to appoint a new chairperson. A future Bugle will
list all open club positions and request volunteers for these.
For the next Bugle, the cut off for submissions is 11/28, it will print
the first week of December. Reports go to Robin. Would like to
have more stories and pictures about “your first wolfhound”.
Legislation: No information from Kathy Bowler, Jonathan to follow
up.
NCIWC Lure Coursing in February, 2018: Now scheduled for
March 10 & 11, 2018 at O’Hara Park, both ASFA and AKC. Our
Club will be trained on running a CAT (now CABT) test, which is
open to any dog and has been shown to be an excellent way to
encourage coursing and raise money for the club. We hope to run
our own CABT event in Fall, 2018. Robin Burchett needs
volunteers to help at the lure trial in March, please contact her
directly.
Open Field: Ed Powers and Kevin Steele are taking over
involvement. Dates to be announced. Contact Ed or Kevin directly
for details.
IW Rescue: Edna Henley’s contact details are in The Bugle.
Website: Frank Christian and Lynn Rosebrock continue as
webmasters for now. Frank showed the group a small, printed
banner with new colors and designs. It was inexpensive to create
and buy. The existing NCIWC logo needs further work/clean up.
This will be addressed in the future.
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Constitution & Bylaws: Chairperson has been Bill Clawson for a
number of years. He may still be available, need to address.
Policies: These are distributed via snail mail and email. Policies
are available from Robin, contact her directly for details.
New Members: Discussed a late payment received from a long
time member. Overdue by 5 months. The current policy is that
payments received later than 90 days past due mean the member
goes to Associate status, even if that member had been a full
member prior to the late payment. Robin to follow up with member
and will put a note in The Bugle to remind membership of potential
change in membership status when dues are received late. New
member Katie Madzier unanimously voted in, welcome Katie and
her IW Maggie!
Old Business
NCIWC IRS Charitable 501©3 Registration discussion: This will
be an on-going discussion and a vote will be put to the
membership prior to any action. Jonathan presented a synopsis of
what the Club’s IRS status is now and what’s needed to apply for
501c3 status. Among other things, changing the Club’s tax status
to 501c3 would allow charitable donations to be tax deductible by
the person donating. Extensive discussion on what being an
“educational” organization (per IRS tax code) means, examples,
etc. Also discussed how the Club would record qualifying events,
how would this change effect the longevity of our Club? Details of
receipting, consequences of large (i.e. property) donations, fees
and accounting needed to maintain this new status, what are the
downsides? Jonathan will create a pros and cons list. More
discussions to come.
2017 Grass Valley Celtic Festival: Fun, would have liked to have
had more people attend. New contact for this event is Joyce
Childs. The Board will look at clarifying expectations of members
and their hounds at Club events and clearly stating a point person
for each event should anything need to be addressed during the
event. Ann made a motion for a policy stating when a member’s
dog has an issue at an event, the dog will need to attend a
subsequent Board meeting for evaluation before being allowed to
attend future events. Seconded by Robin and Jonathan. Event
announcements may also include a disclaimer such as
“unacceptable behavior will not be tolerated”.
New Business
Review Board Policies: No changes, Lisa Burr and Anne Gould
second.
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Board Protocol: see President Report
Member Suggestion: Donate 2017 Specialty meal money to
Sonoma/Napa fire recover? Most of this money has already been
returned to the membership. Robin will put a blurb in The Bugle of
organizations in the local area accepting donations. Robin will also
ask those who sent checks as a result of the Specialty Beg Letter
what each person wants done with his or her check.
2017 Gathering of the Cu: Scheduled for 12/9/17 at Toro Park
near Salinas. Contact The Irish Wolfhound Association of the
West Coast for details.
Chris & Megan have advised the Board of the Club trailer
inventories. The trailers will now be parked at Ann Gould’s place.
Next meeting date will be scheduled some time in February, 2018.
Date and location to be announced.
Meeting adjourned at 2:27pm
Brags!
Respectfully submitted by Mary Sharkey-Christian, NCIWC
Secretary
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NCIWC New Members Page
Associate Memberships - Read in November 11, 2017

Katie Madzier
1301 Holly Drive
Lodi, CA 95242
(209) 810-3833
Kmadzier@yahoo.com
Sponsor: Chris Thompson
Dog: Maggie

New Address:
John & Kay Paz
324 East Earl Way
Hanford, CA 93230
(831) 222-0048
johnpaz5@gmail.com

From Associate to Family Active Membership
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There are three types of membership open to all persons sixteen
years of age or older who are in good standing with The American
Kennel Club and who subscribe to the purpose of the NCIWC
Non-Profit Corporation:
Associate Membership: Non-voting member(s) of the Club who
cannot hold office or be counted in a quorum. Receives one copy
of the Club’s bi-monthly publication, The Hounds’ Bugle.
One Club Member-Sponsor required.
One year Associate Membership required before eligibility for
Single or Active Membership.
Annual dues: $35.00
After a one year period of Associate Membership, the applicatant
may request to become an Active Member. At that time, their
name must be published in The Bugle and a determination of their
request will be made.
Single Active Membership: Voting Member of the Club.
Receives one copy of the Club’s bi-monthly publication, The
Hounds’ Bugle.
Two non-related Active Member-Sponsors required.
Annual dues : $35.00
Family Active Membership: Same as Single Active Membership
except:
Two voting Members of the Club sharing the same household.
Annual dues: $45.00

By our current policy, NCIWC Dues are payable on
June 1st. If the dues are received AFTER the 90-day
grace period (August 31st), the member will be returned
to Associate Membership status.
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If you wish to donate to the animal victims of the recent
Napa fires - check out this website:

Wine Country Animal Lovers is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization, tax ID #27-1454400. Your taxdeductible donations are always appreciated and
allow us to help more animals in our community!
Suggested by members Tom & Mary Conroy
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The Hounds’ Bugle is starting something new - “My First IW”,
to tell the story of acquiring your first Irish Wolfhound.
Please, let’s have ALL Members submit their story !
HOW I MET MY FIRST IW

YOUR STORY PLEASE
Story title: The Lavender Slippers by Peggy Squires
This is a true story, and although the Irish are inclined to embellish
their tales, this dog’s tale is not embellished in any way.
Early one fall evening, I was changing out my summer closet wardrobe
and preparing for the fall season. I separated clothes that I would store
for the following year and sorted out lightly worn clothing to donate. I
filled an extra large paper shopping bag with several shirts, pants, a suit
and other items all neatly folded and stacked inside the bag. I decided to
let go of a very plush pair of lavender slippers that a student had given to
me as a gift. Unfortunately, I was never able to wear the soft slippers
because they were a couple of sizes too small. So, reluctantly, I carefully
tucked the slippers down snugly inside the edge of the bag beside the
folded clothes. Satisfied that I had successfully increased my closet
space and filled the bag to the top, I retired for the evening leaving the
full bag next to the dining room table and the door leading to my garage
to carry out to the car the next morning.
During the night, it is common for Castle to “ring the back door”…yes
ring…he bumps a bell with his paw or nose that is hanging from the door
handle, to let me know he needs to go out and take care of personal
business. This was the case at 4:00 am this early fall morning. I heard
the bell jingle so I got up and went to the kitchen to let him out. When I
increased the dimmed light in the kitchen to see my way to the door, I
couldn’t believe my eyes. Next to Castle’s bed were the pair of lavender
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slippers. I was half asleep and astounded to see them there. Castle
had carefully removed them from the paper bag full of clothes and placed
them near his bed! I inspected them closely and he had not chewed them
but they were moist from his mouth when he carried them from the bag
in the adjacent room to his bed in the kitchen. I guess he thought I
should reconsider keeping them since they were so soft and such a lovely
color of lavender.
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NCIWC needs members for the following :
● Activities Chairman
Please contact Frank Christian for information
fwc10000@gmail.com
● Website Chairman
Please contact Frank Christian for information
fwc10000@gmail.com
● Constitution and Bylaws Chairman and helpers
Please contact Robin Burchett
Tory_iw@att.net

This is your publication - please
submit articles (about your dogs),
photos, “My First Irish Wolfhound”
Let’s make this publication really
special by adding YOUR
Irish Wolfhound stories ! ! !

HINT ; On your logo items from the Specialty, place
a piece of wax paper (wax side down) and iron it over the
logo. Remove paper & wash shirt. The logo will last a lot
longer !
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DILLON BEACH - OCTOBER 29th
(For Chris and Megan)
It was a bittersweet
Dillon Day ; All of us
being happy for Chris
and Megan as they
head off on a new
adventure, but at the
same time, being sad
that they are leaving.
The weather was
perfect for
Wolfhounds and
sweatshirts for us.
No need for Easyups. We welcomed
some new faces who
traveled a long
distance to join us.
Carrie Hodges and Kathy Zwiep drove all the way from Pioneer. Katie
Madzier and Dave Portscheller (soon to be members) made the long trip
from Lodi. All in all, we had 30 plus people and 20 plus Wolfhounds and,
of course, a few 4 legged pals.
Music played all day long, courtesy of Tom and Ann. Great addition to a
Dillon Day ! Three different camp stoves were brought. One for
steaming hot coffee to go with the yummy pastries, one for delicious chili,
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and another for tasty tortilla soup. Al Lum (aka Mr. Hot Dog) had his
BBQ ready and waiting to cook the mouth watering hot dogs we have
grown so used to. All these were complimented with salads, chips, dips,
crackers, cheese, homemade desserts and a big chocolate cake.
Peggy S. made a very special Farewell Poster loaded with pictures of
years of happy
memories Chris and
Megan have
shared with us. She
attached the Starbuck's
Gift Certificates to "His"
and "Her" Ice Scrapers,
a perfect way to
present them. These
gifts were to have been
given to C and M at the
Specialty dinner, along
with a beautiful "Thank
you" plaque.
The "regulars" of Dillon Beach all chipped in and bought a great picture
of a Fire Truck made out of old watch parts. Lori F. found it at an art
show. There were also a few personal gifts, fond farewell speeches,
topped off with heartwarming comments from Chris. All this was
followed by another romp on the beach for the Hounds. Great Day.
Great conversation. Great Friends. YOU WILL SURE BE MISSED,
Chris, Megan, and the Hounds of Eirinn.
SAVE THE DATE: NCIWC Annual HOLIDAY PARTY will be held at
Dillon Beach on January 1st, 2018 !!!
Carol G.
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Safe journey good friends . . . Stay in touch ! ! !
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Alternative Technologies for Arthritis Pain Relief
Non-invasive therapies speed healing and reduce chronic pain.
BY C J Puotinen
Arthritis pain, which affects four out of five older dogs, interferes with
everything that makes life special for our best friends. Wouldn't it be great if we
could turn the clock hack?
Technology may not yet offer a time machine, but it can seem that way for dogs
treated with modern therapies that make them feel like puppies again. Would
laser treatments, shock wave therapy, Pulsed Electromagnetic Frequency
therapy, or other innovative treatments help your dog jump onto the sofa or run
and play the way she used to?

VETERINARY LASERS
Once exotic, laser treatments have gone mainstream with equipment that is
increasingly safe and effective, so that thousands of veterinary clinics treat dogs,
cats, horses, and other animals with lasers for a variety of conditions.
The term "laser" was originally an acronym for Light Amplification of
Stimulated Emission of Radiation. First developed in the 1960s lasers are used
in fiber optics, computers, military weapons systems, manufacturing, building
construction, communications, and medicine.
Laser beams are monochromatic (existing within a narrow band of
wavelengths), coherent (tightly aligned), and collimated (with photons traveling
in parallel). Lasers vary according to wavelength and power, and some lasers
emit pulsing rather than continuous light waves. Power is measured in joules, an
electrical energy classification.
Laser equipment varies according to the energy a laser emits (measured in
joules); the time it takes the energy to reach target tissue (which determines the
length of the treatment); wavelength (the laser's depth of penetration, with blue
light superficial, red light deeper, and nonvisible light deeper still); frequency
(the number of impulses emitted per second); power (watts, the rate at which the
energy is delivered); emission mode (continuous or pulsing); and dosage (joules
per square centimeter, or J/cm2).
Class 1 and 2 lasers, which include laser pointers, arc generally considered
safe but have limited therapeutic use. Class 3 lasers (type 3A emits visible light
and type 3B emits nonvisible light) have some therapeutic uses. The most recent
laser classification {Class 4), approved for medical use by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) in 2005, is used in human and veterinary medicine
to improve circulation, relax muscles, and reduce inflammation, pain, and
swelling caused by injuries, surgery, or chronic conditions, such as arthritis.
LLLT, or Low Level Laser Therapy, is performed with "cold" or "soft" lasers,
which penetrate the skin's surface with minimal heating. According to the
research group ColdLasers.org, which describes over 40 therapeutic lasers, some
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class 4 cold lasers will warm the treatment area but are not considered hot lasers
because they cannot cut or cauterize tissue.
The plethora of technical terms and conflicting claims can confuse clients
and veterinarians alike. In a February 2016 report in the journal Vetted, Jennifer
L. Wardlaw, DVM, asked,
Should your veterinary practice become laserfocused?" She recommended comparing the wavelength, power density, and
pulse modulation of lasers, not just their cost. "For example," she wrote, "if you
get a weak laser with a small diode, it may take 45 minutes to treat a Scentimeter surgical Infusion with the correct dosage of 4 to 6 J/cm2. But if you
get a more powerful laser with a bigger diode, it may only take you five minutes
to treat the same patient."
Dr. Wardlaw recommends starting canine arthritis treatments with 6 to 8
J/cm2 every other day for two weeks. For wound healing she prescribes 8 J/ cm2
once per day for seven days, and for tendonitis 6 J/cm2 every other day for two
weeks. A hand-held wand delivers this treatment (goggles or sunglasses protect
the eyes of practitioners and patients) and the dosage can be applied with a
sweeping motion or by using back-and-forth movements as though following a
grid while treating one small area at a time.
In 2011, clinicians at the University of Florida's Small Animal Hospital
compared 17 dogs with intervertebral disc disease treated postoperatively with
lasers to 17 dogs nor treated with lasers. All of the dogs (mostly Dachshunds, a
breed associated with intervertebral disc disease) were unable to walk, and their
diagnoses were confirmed through MRI or CT scanning. All underwent
decompressive surgery after their diagnoses.
Thomas Schubert, DVM, and William Draper, DVM, treated half of the
study's 34 dogs with Thor Photomedicine's Class 3B laser (thorvetlaser.comin
the near-infrared range, a wavelength that has been shown to speed the healing
of muscle pain and superficial wounds in humans. They presented their findings
at the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine's 2011 meeting in
Denver, calling the results "amazing" because the laser-treated patients walked
sooner, avoided medical complications, were less stressed, and reduced their
recovery expenses due to less hospitalization time.
GOOD ANECDOTES Tia Nelson, DVM, at Valley Veterinary Hospital in
Helena, Montana (valleyvethelena-com), has used the K-Laser (k-laser.com), a
popular Class 4 device, to treat more than a hundred dogs for pain and wound
healing. "The initial protocol is six treatments over three weeks," she explains,
"typically three the first week, two the second, and one the third, then as needed
after that, usually once a month. The results vary, depending on the condition's
severity, location, and cause along with the dog's age and activity levels, but
most dogs seem to be more comfortable for many weeks after the initial
treatments and some don't need additional therapy."
Dr. Nelson keeps track of her clients' anecdotal reports. "Typically, we hear
about dogs now being able to scramble happily up and down the stairs," she
says, "and generally being more active and engaged with their families."
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One of Dr. Nelson's favorite patients is a Pomeranian who stopped jumping
on the bed to sleep with her owner due to lower back arthritis. "Pain meds
weren’t helping," she says, "and joint-protecting supplements offered minimal
relief. The owner was somewhat skeptical but agreed to try the K-Laser
treatments. She called me almost in tears of joy after the first week's treatments
because her little girl was able to jump up on the bed!"
The website of the American Holistic Veterinary Medical Association
(ahvma.org) lists 28() member veterinarians who provide laser therapy, and
more can be found with simple online searches.
LASERS DESIGNED FOR HOME USE?
There are no clinical trials in the medical literature testing lasers designed for
home use, but if you look for them, you can find people who have bought
portable low-level lasers and who report good results on themselves and on their
pets. You can find portable Low Level Laser Therapy equipment ranging in
price from S 119 to $299, as well as units that are more expensive, on sites such
as Amazon.com.
Some lasers that are used for pain relief arc marketed as beauty products for
wrinkle reduction and other cosmetic effects because their distributors cannot
promote them as medical devices. Customer support, refund policies, and
product warranties vary, so check with manufacturers for details, and take online
customer reviews with a grain of salt.
One might take comfort from marketing claims that products are "FDA
cleared," 'FDA approved," or "FDA registered." Please note, however, that these
are not official endorsements. A manufacturer registered with the FDA has
completed an application informing the FDA of its products and is thus 'FDA
registered." A medical device that is "FDA cleared" is "substantially equivalent"
to a device already on the market. "FDA approval" means only that the FDA has
reviewed the manufacturer's testing results and has concluded that the benefits
of the product outweigh its risks.
At Muller Veterinary Hospital's Canine Rehabilitation Center in Walnut
Creek, California mullerveterinaryhospital.com), Erin Troy, DVM, has worked
with canine patients who did not appear to benefit from home laser devices.
"But they did respond when treated with Low Level Laser Therapy using a
proven effective laser used by someone knowledgeable about what settings to
use and where to treat," she says. "I'm frustrated with home devices because
there is much more to laser therapy than point-and-push-the button."
These are early days in veterinary laser treatments, and the few articles
published about them in the medical literature caution that more blinded,
placebo-controlled clinical trials are needed before the use of lasers is routinely
advocated, especially for conditions other than pain, inflammation, and wound
healing. If you are considering the purchase of a Low Level Laser for using on
your dog at home, we'd suggest finding a veterinarian who uses and is
knowledgeable about lasers, and who will show you how best to select and use a
therapeutic laser at home.
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RED LIGHT THERAPY Also known as photonic therapy, low-intensity light
therapy, LED therapy, photobiostimulation, photobiomodulation, and
photorejuvenation, the application of red light by means of a hand-held device,
stationary panels containing LED lights, or units designed for treatment from a
distance or in direct contact with the skin all claim to reduce inflammation and
arthritis pain in pets and people. You can find a dozen or more different models
online.
Red light therapy uses wavelengths of light between 620 nm and 700 nm,
with the most popular wavelengths used in in-home products between 630 nm
and 660 nm. Some devices include multiple wavelengths.
The most popular red light device may be the $270 Tendlite (tendlite.com),
which resembles a slender flashlight powered by a rechargeable battery that
emits red light at 660 nm. The Tendlite is held I inch from the area to be treated
for 1 minute at a time. (Most red light therapy devices require longer treatment
times.) (redlighttherapyguide.com), Red Light Man (redlightman-com), and
Photonic Health (photonichcalth.com), which focuses on red light therapy for
dogs, cats, and other animals.
SHOCK WAVE THERAPY It sounds electric, but shock wave therapy is
actually the application of high-energy sound waves to specific parts of the
body, such as to break up kidney stones and gallstones without the need for
invasive surgery. For 25 years, ESWT (Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy,
which refers to the waves' generation outside the body) has been used to treat
orthopedic conditions and joint pain in humans, horses, and dogs.
The canine conditions shown to improve with ESWT include osteoarthritis,
hip and elbow dysplasia, chronic back pain, osteochondrosis lesions,
sesamoiditis (degeneration of small bones in the foot that causes persistent
lameness, especially in racing Greyhounds and Rottweilers), tendon injuries,
lick granulomas, cruciate ligament injuries, nonunion or delayed-healing bone
fractures, and painful scar tissue.
As WDJ contributor Mary Straus reported in her May 2008 article "Shock
Waves for Arthritis," the treatment can have impressive results. Straus was
contacted by New Jersey resident Debbie Efron when her veterinarian, Charles
Schenck, DVM, a past president of the American Holistic Veterinary Medical
Association, recommended shock wave therapy for Taylor, Efron's 12-year-old
I.abrador Retriever, who had arthritis in her hips, spinal column, and right hock,
and who had just tore a ligament in her right knee. Efron had never heard of
shock wave therapy and asked for Straus's opinion.
Encouraged by the positive results Straus found in the medical literature,
Efron scheduled the procedure. Dr. Schenck treated Taylor's hips, hock, and
knee in two sessions, three to four weeks apart. He did not recommend shock
wave therapy for the spine; he felt it works better where there is more soft tissue,
so he continued treating the spine with acupuncture. Dr. Schenck hoped that
eventually Taylor would experience an 80 percent improvement lasting six to
seven months.
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Just a few days after the first treatment, Efron told Straus, "Taylor is greeting
me at the door with a toy in her mouth, something she stopped doing weeks ago.
She is eager to go for walks and pulls me around the block with no limping and
her back legs no longer buckle. She is playful again, wanting to wrestle and
play."
Eight months after treatment, Efron sent an update: "Taylor is on no
medications, but she gets a lot of supplements and a raw diet. I think her
improvement peaked about eight weeks after the second treatment, and she's
been great on walks ever since."
As Kristin Kirkby, DVM, wrote m "Shock Wave Therapy as a Treatment
Option" in the August 2013 Clinician's Brief, "Shock waves can be generated in
many ways, but electrohydraulic devices have the greatest capacity to produce
and project high energy to a deep focal depth. ESWT can be highly focused and
can achieve a focal point beyond 10 centimeters into deeper tissues, epending
on the treatment head used. ESWT differs from radial pressure wave therapy,
which does not deliver focused energy at the target; instead, acoustic waves
spread eccentrically from the applicator tip."
According to Dr. Kirkby, shock wave therapy has been shown to modulate
the osteoarthritic disease process in animal models. Several studies have
demonstrated positive results in joint range of motion and peak vertical force —
as measured using force plate analysis — in dogs with stifle, hip, and elbow
arthritis. For example, in dogs with unilateral elbow osteoarthritis treated with
ESWT, improvement in lameness and peak vertical force was equivalent to that
expected with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
A dog may be shaved to reduce interference between the probe and the
dog's skin, and a gel is applied to improve transmission. Treatment time depends
on the amount of energy delivered and number of locations treated. A common
dose of 800 pulses per joint requires fewer than 4 minutes to deliver.
The first shock wave generators were expensive, bulky, noisy, and painful, but
the technology keeps improving. The new PiezoWave2 Vet Unit
(elvationUSA.com) uses piezoelectric crystals to produce high-pressure sound
waves and it has made ESWT machinery smaller, more affordable, and more
accessible for large and small animals to receive treatment without sedation.
TRT's VetGold is now also smaller and almost pain-free, no anesthesia required.
The makers of the VersaTron 4 Paws and the newer, smaller ProPulse shock
wave devices (pulscvct.com) publish case studies online, including reports of
arthritic inflammatory disease, shoulder and elbow arthritis, and lumbar.
spondylosis in Labrador Retrievers and other dogs. In several cases, a variety of
conventional and alternative therapies had been tried with minimal success, and
the dogs were in severe chronic pain. In some cases, lameness increased after
the first treatment, but most dogs experienced significant improvement with ill a
week.
Because shock wave therapy does not cure or reverse arthritis, its relief of
symptoms may diminish after several months or a year, at which time a repeat
treatment may be needed.
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ULTRASOUND THERAPY Best known as a diagnostic tool or a means of
determining an unborn baby's sex, ultrasound has been used by physical
therapists since the 1940s to alleviate pain and inflammation. Sound waves
generated by a piezoelectric effect caused by the vibration of crystals in the head
of a wand or probe pass through the skin and vibrate adjacent tissues.
In addition to having a warming effect, ultrasound has been shown to
increase tissue relaxation, local blood flow, and scar tissue breakdown.
Conditions treated with ultrasound include tendonitis, joint swelling, and muscle
spasms. The treatment is not recommended on or around malignant tumors or
metal implants.
In March 2008, a critical review of published research on the effects of
ultrasound in the treatment and management of osteoarthritis in humans
appeared in the Journal of the Canadian Chiropractic Association. Seventeen
articles met the researchers' criteria for methodology and accurate reporting;
most of them showed that ultrasound, in addition to being cost-effective,
portable, and easy to use, has significant therapeutic benefits.
For information about veterinary ultrasound therapy and referrals to
veterinarians who treat dogs for arthritis and other conditions with this
American Association of Rehabilitation Veterinarians (rehabvets.org) or the
Canine Rehabilitation Institute (caninerehabinstitutc.com), or simply search
online for veterinary ultrasound therapy.
PULSED ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD THERAPY (PEMF) Magnets
have long been thought to have healing properties, and whole industries have
been created around the alleged benefits of magnetic jewelry, massage tools,
mattress pads, and other devices. Do they work? A lack of research on the
application of magnets to human or canine illnesses or injuries makes it hard to
know.
But when it comes to pulsed electromagnetic field therapy, or PEMF, the
evidence is growing. For many years electromagnetic field therapy was widely
used in Europe while its use in the United States was restricted to animals.
Veterinarians treating racehorses for broken bones were the first American
health professionals to use PEMF. Now thousands of human clinical trials have
shown beneficial results from PEMF therapy for chronic low back pain,
fibromyalgia, cervical osteoarthritis, osteoarthritis of the knee, lateral
epicondylitis, recovery from arthroscopic knee surgery, recovery from interbody
lumbar fusions, persistent rotator cuff tendonitis, and other conditions.
The first PEMF device was a coil that generated a magnetic field into which
the patient's body was placed to deliver treatment. Most of today's PEMF
devices are mats similar to thick yoga mats containing flat spiral coils that
produce an even electromagnetic field, or they consist of rings or coils that are
placed on or under the person or animal being treated, or they are flat, circular
magnets chat can be placed under a mattress. An electric frequency generator
energizes the coils to create a "pulsed" electromagnetic field.
Comparing PEMF devices by their technical specifications requires a crash
course in frequency, amplitude, intensity, sine waves, sawtooth wave forms,
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Schumman resonance frequencies, and other terms — and even the technically
informed disagree as to which combinations are best for human, canine, and
equine health. Intensity is measured in Tesla units (uT) and frequency is
measured in Herz units (Hz). Those who compare PEMF systems usually
recommend staying close to the earth's magnetic field frequencies (11.75 and
11.79 Hz, or in the 0 to 30 Hz range) and low intensity (1 to 20 microtesla,
which is less than the earth's 30-66 microtesla).
Most of the websites mentioned here provide technical information and
reports that help users understand the basics.
PEMF devices can be used for acute and chronic conditions, and there are no
known adverse side effects, potential drug interactions, or interactions with
surgical implants. The electromagnetic field penetrates clothing, fur, casts, and
bandages to reach all tissue in the target area.
Acute inflammation often improves after one or two treatments, while
chronic or degenerative symptoms may need two weeks or a month. In most
cases, pain medications can be reduced or eliminated. (This should be done
under medical supervision.)
Thanks to PEMF's popularity in Europe, low-intensity, low-frequency, fullbody PEMF mats are available in the United States. They are designed for
humans, but some users report improvements in dogs and cats recovering from
accidents or illness, including arthritis in older animals. Pets often seek out and
sleep on PEMF devices.
The best full-body mats are expensive, with the iMRS (swissbionic. com),
which is made in Switzerland, starting at $3,600, and the Bemer (unitedstates.bemergroup.com), which IS manufactured in Liechtenstein, starting at
$4,300. Both can be rented by the month.
PEMF FOR PETS
In addition to full-body mats for people, the PEMF marketplace offers
products specifically for dogs, cats, horses, and other animals. See the American
Holistic Veterinary Medical Association website (ahvma.org) for veterinarians
who provide pulsating magnet therapy.
Originally designed for human use, the Assisi Loop is sold by Assisi Animal
Health (assisianimalhealth. com) for use with pets. According to its
manufacturer, "The Assisi Loop generates a twice-per-second 2-millisecond
burst of a 27.12 Megahertz radio wave signal with an amplitude of 4 microtesla.
This pulse-modulated Geld is non-thermal and non-invasive, yet is sufficient in
strength to have therapeutic benefit."
The Loop's electromagnetic field extends 4 to 5 inches on either side of the
coil. The Assisi Loop website explains, "By emitting a burst of micro current
electricity, a field is created which evenly penetrates both soft and hard body
tissue around the target area. This electromagnetic field causes a chemical
cascade, which activates the well-known nitric oxide cycle. Nitric oxide is a
key molecule in healing for humans and animals. The compound is released
when we exercise, and when we are injured, for the body to naturally repair
itself."
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The Assisi loop comes in two sizes, 7.5 inches (20 centimeters) or 4 inches (10
cm). The smaller loop is convenient for treating extremities, small animals, or
conditions that are focused in an area less than 4 inches in diameter. For chronic
or degenerative conditions like arthritis, the manufacturer recommends giving
dogs three or four 15-minute treatments per day for a week to 10 days,
monitoring until you see improved mobility and less pain response. You can
then taper down to one or two treatments per day or even one to three
treatments per week, and over time the patient may be treated only as needed for
pain.
Both sizes of the Assisi Loop offer a minimum of 150 15-minutc treatments
and the Assisi Loop 2.0 Auto-Cycle offers a minimum of 100 15-minute
treatments. The life of the Loop depends on its battery, which, because of FDA
regulations, cannot be recharged or replaced- One Assisi Loop typically lasts
from three weeks to six months, depending on the condition being treated and
the number of treatments required per day.
The Assisi Loop can be purchased ($280) from veterinarians and animal
rehabilitation facilities or directly from Assisi Animal Health with a prescription
from your veterinarian.
Magna Wave (magnawavepemf. com) sells several professional PEMF
devices for between $7,000 and $21,000, plus a Magna Wave LP (Low Power)
model, which is recommended for bone and soft-tissue injuries, for $429.
According to its manufacturer, the Magna Wave LP incorporates Inductively
Coupled Electrical Stimulation (ICES) technology that penetrates beneath the
skin's surface and zeros in on affected deep-tissue areas. Magna Wave provides
PEMF training, practitioner certification, and technical/ business support for
veterinarians and other health care professionals.
Earth Pulse PEMF (earthpulse.net) consists of a circular magnet that goes
under your (or your dog's) mattress, by itself or in combination with a second
magnet. The magnets plug into a simple control unit and can be left running
without supervision for up to 12 hours. Its adjustable amplitude settings,
recovery mode, and sleep programs make the EarthPulse a versatile, portable,
"set it and forget it" PEMF device. Its five systems range in price from $499 for
the basic single-magnet model to Sl,799 for the four-magnet battery operated
unit recommended for horses.
The Bio-Pulse Dog Therapy System (respondsystems.com) consists of a
large (for dogs over 50 pounds) or small (up to 50 pounds) mat with magnetic
coils mounted on soft foam. "The depth of field of Respond Systems Bio-Pulse
PE MF Therapy System can penetrate through the entire body of a dog lying on
the bed reaching deep into the joints and muscles, stimulating circulation,"
explains the website. "The system can be placed on the couch, in a crate, under
your animal's bedding or even in the car." Prices range from $599 to $899.
The only PE MF system that's designed to be worn by dogs is Brandenburg
Equine Therapy's SI (Sports Innovations) Canine PEMF Therapy Blanket. It
comes in three sizes (small, medium, and large) and is recommended for
recovery, pain management, increased circulation, vitalization, and general
relaxation. Another option is the PEMF dog mat, which can be placed on any
sleeping surface. The therapy blankets and mats, which are made in Germany,
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cost $1,650 each and can be rented. For information, see
brandenburgequinetherapy.com.
THE AMETHYST BIOMAT Who wouldn't want to rest on a bed of amethyst
crystals? Add gentle heat produced by far infrared technology and the relaxing
benefits of negative ions, and you have a spa experience — one that your dog
can enjoy, too.
BioMats, manufactured in South Korea where the technology IS
popular and well researched, are known for their anti-inflammatory
effects, providing relief from sprains, strains, muscle and joint pain,
stiffness, stress, and fatigue. BioMats come in several sizes, starting with
the BioMat Mini (17 by 33 inches, 8 pounds, $670 plus $40 shipping).
The mat is sewn with channels containing alternating rows of amethyst
and tourmaline crystals, known among crystal enthusiasts for their
healing properties; see thebiomatcompany.com for more information.
For years I kept a BioMat Mini on our sofa, turned to the lowest heat
setting. Chloe, my Labrador Retriever, ignored it because she preferred to
sleep with her head on a frozen water bottle. But with age, her
preferences changed, and by her 10th birthday, Chloe was spending a few
hours every day stretched out on the sofa. Many BioMat users report that,
like Chloe, their dogs went from stiff and sore co more relaxed and
mobile soon after they started resting on the mat.
CREATURE COMFORTS As our dogs age, we do everything we can
to make them comfortable. In addition to nutrition, exercise, weight
management, natural and prescription pain medications, aromatherapy,
medicinal herbs, and assistive devices, today's technologies may provide
the support that will make a difference for your older dog.
Montana resident CJ Puotinen is the author of The Encyclopedia of
Natural Pet Care and other books.
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Editor’s note : Sorry the above article is soooooo long, but I
thought it would be of interest.
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I have not spoken about how grief affects our hounds after
the passing of a family member.
In the case of each passing family member the hound left
behind is as devastated by the passing of their companion as
much, if not more than we do.
When Merle died, my Isabel dropped 25 pounds seemingly
overnight and became devastatingly ill and developed adult
pancreatic malabsorption. Once the cause of the malabsorption
was identified it was easily treated, but no one can convince
me otherwise that it was grief that was the source of my
beautiful huntress decline.
When Gabriel died, Onyx went into a deep depression.
Together we got through.. We knew that we would have a new
family member as Tristan was a planned addition prior to
Gabriel’s sudden decline (he had cancer, we did not have time
to identify where it was, but likely his spine).
Tristan entered our life. When Onyx saw him she smiled. She
was beyond ecstatic. Onyx and Gabriel were soulmates. There
is no doubt that the passing of G devastated her health. Onyx
became Mama to her sister’s son. Tristan was her nurse when
she became ill with mast cell cancer. When Onyx died, Tristan
lost his lust to break the law. To be honest, he has yet to want
to go in the fountain where the two played. Tristan dropped
from 135 pounds to 109 at his lowest. We consciously chose
not to bring a new family member into the fold when Onyx was
ill, though we had the opportunity. We waited. Got Tristan
stable and back to weight, but no doubt grief impacted his
health. It took about 20 minutes for Tristan to realize that
Gawain was his—and when he did his joy made me cry. Gawain’s
breeder was here to witness his welcome.
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My boys thrive in their brotherhood.
In as much as we must take care of ourselves in our grief, we
must be mindful of how grief affects our four legged
companions who too have been left behind.
It is not a betrayal to those left behind when we choose to
welcome new family members. Remember Wolfhounds are pack
animals. Most need more than just we humans. They, for the
most part, do better with a four legged companion—no matter
the breed—but of course there is nothing like a wolfhound.
They see each other and recognize in a clear “you look like me”
joy in most cases. I usually have a male and female...I like the
balance of the two genders in my Home.
I have not experienced in years true brotherhood.
My boys are thriving and every Saturday or Sunday when I put
on the adventure shirt the boys are the first packed and
ready to go somewhere—together.
Give your hounds extra hugs and time and be mindful in
changes in emotional health, weight and over all condition in
times of great change.
Briget Wandruff
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Are Canines Cognitive?
BY PAT MILLER, CBCC-KA, CPDT-KA
We have no doubt: Dogs have greater powers of reasoning and
intelligence than we usually give them credit for. Learn how to teach
your dog to show you how and what he thinks!
There was a time, centuries ago, when scientists and philosophers told us
that animals don't feel pain. Of course, we know now how wrong and cruel that
was, and I doubt there's a Whole Dog Journal reader out there who would try to
argue that dogs don't feel pain.
Then we were told that humans are the only species that make and use tools.
Oops, wrong again. A quick online search on "Animals, Tools" finds multiple
intriguing articles and videos about a multitude of various animals that make
and use tools, including insects, birds, mammals, and more.
Next, we were warned that if we credited "human" emotions to non-human
animals we were engaging in anthropomorphism, defined as "the attributi011 of
human traits, emotions, and intentions to non-human entities." It's now pretty
widely accepted that many other animals, including dogs, share much the same
range of emotions that we do, and in fact that it's pretty arrogant of us to claim
them as "human" emotions. Think about it. Can your dog be happy? Sad?
Frightened? Worried? Those are emotions.
In our apparently endless quest to prove our species superior to all others
who walk this earth, even as those other dominoes fall we have long clung
stubbornly to the belief that dogs, and other species were seriously deficient in
the cognition arena. Defined as "perception, reasoning, understanding,
intelligence, awareness, insight, comprehension, apprehension, discernment"
(and more, depending on the source), cognition also includes the ability to grasp
and apply concepts, and "theory of mind" — the ability to recognize and
understand the thoughts of others.
IT'S ACADEMIC
Fifteen years ago, you wouldn't have found the words "canine" and
"cognition" in the same sentence. Today, following on the heels of a blossoming
interest in animal cognition in the field of behavioral science, there are canine
cognition researchers and laboratories springing up all over the world. Among
the most notable: Adam Miklosi's "Family Dog Project" at Eötvös Loränd
University, in Budapest, Hungary; the Horowitz Dog Cognition Lab at Barnard
College in New York City (with Julie Hecht and Alexandra Horowitz); the
Clever Dog Lab at the University of Vienna, in Austria (Zsofia Viranyi and
Friederike Range); and the Duke Canine Cognition Center at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina (Brian Hare).
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You can find a more complete list of Canine Cognition research centers at
Patricia McConnell's blog on the subject (tinyurl.com/ dogcoglist). Suffice it to
say, it's happening all over the place.
So what does this mean for the regular dog owner? The knowledge gained
and shared by canine cognition researchers can inspire your local forwardthinking dog training and behavior professionals to introduce new and
interesting activities in their dog training programs.
You can also access a growing body of information that can lead you to
fascinating things you can do with your own dog in the comfort of your own
home. Brian Hare, PhD, who co-authored The Genius of Dogs with his wife,
Vanessa Woods, created the citizen science Dognition program (dognition.com),
which offers a cognition assessment tool for your dog and a new cognition game
you can do with your dog each month. Our new and growing understanding of
canine cognition can move the entire dog training profession toward a more
enriched world that better meets the needs of our canine companions.
EARLY COGNITION FUN
Here at Peaceable Paws (my training center in Fairplay, Maryland), we have
been following the canine cognition revolution with great interest. One of the
first glimmers of a practical application of our dogs' cognitive abilities came
with Claudia Fugazza's "Do As I Do" protocol. (See "Copy That," WDJ October
20]3.) Studying under Adam Miklosi in Hungary, Fugazza developed a protocol
to teach dogs to imitate human behavior — something it was previously
believed dogs weren't capable of doing. We started offering "Copy That"
workshops, and delighted in seeing dogs master the art of imitation.
The training world has also embraced the cognitive concept of choice for
our canine pals. (See "ProChoice," W DJ November 2016.) To quote
psychology professor Dr. Susan Friedman, "The power to control one's own
outcomes is essential to behavioral health." Acknowledging that dogs often have
very little choice in their lives, trainers have begun teaching a "You choose" cue,
encouraging clients to find more ways of offering their dogs a choice.
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MORE FUN WITH COGNITION
Many cognition games involve the concept of "discrimination"
(selecting one designated object from other similar ones) and "fast
mapping" (quickly learning the names of new things and being able to
correctly identify them). The famous Border Collie Chaser knows the
names of hundreds of different objects and is able to correctly select the
one her handler asks for. Even more impressive, if a new object is
placed with several that she already knows, when asked for the new
object she can correctly select that one and bring it back, using "process
of elimination" (she knows all the others and correctly surmises the new
word must apply to the unknown object).
Here are some discrimination games you and your dog can play. In each
case, we are asking her to grasp a concept — object names, shapes, colors —
and apply that understanding to make correct choices:
Object Discrimination
� Select two objects that your dog likes — a stuffed toy, a ball, a stick. If
she already knows the names of the objects, you're ahead of the game!
�

Name one object, offer it in your hand, pause, and then cue her to touch
it with her nose or paw — i.e. "Ball, touch!" When she does, click and
treat. Repeat several times.

�

Now do the same with your second object – “Teddy touch!”. Click and
treat.

�

Now offer both objects at the same time. In order to help her succeed,
offer one closer to her, and cue her to touch that one. Repeat multiple
times, randomly alternating which one you offer closer to her and ask
her to touch. Also switch sides, so the same object isn't always in the
same hand.

�

Gradually decrease the offset of the target object until you can offer
them both to her at the same distance, and she will consistently touch
the one you ask her to touch.

�

Now repeat the process with the objects on the floor, again starting
with the target object closer to her to help her succeed, until she can
touch either requested object consistently and correctly with both
objects the same distance away.

�

Finally, name and add more objects to her repertoire. The sky's the
limit!
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Shape Discrimination
For this one, you will need to find or make shapes that are similar in size and
color, with the shape being the only difference. We use black shape silhouettes
(squares, circles and triangles) glued onto square white boards.
�

As with the object discrimination game, hold up one shape, name it,
and ask your dog to touch it, i.e., 'Square, touch!" Repeat several
times.

�

Now do the same with your second shape — "Circle, touch!

�

Now offer both shapes at the same time. In order to help her succeed,
offer one closer to her, and cue her to touch that one. Repeat multiple
times, randomly alternating which one you offer closer to her and ask
her to touch. Also switch sides, so the same shape isn't always in the
same hand.

�

Now repeat the process with the shapes on the floor, propped up
against a wall, again starting with the target shape closer to her to help
her succeed, until she can touch either requested shape consistently and
correctly with both objects the same distance away.

�

Finally, name and add more shapes to her repertoire.

Color Discrimination
This one can be a little tricky, since dogs are red-green color-blind, like some
humans. Blue looks like blue to them, yellow looks like yellow, and black looks
like black. Greens and oranges also look "yellow-ish," while reds look brown or
tan. When we teach colors we use colored paper plates, and start with blue and
yellow, since we know dogs can distinguish those. We then use red for our third
color, since whatever it looks like to the dog, we know it is different than blue or
yellow. The process is essentially the same as the previous two discrimination
exercises.
You can use this method to teach your dog shapes and colors. As he gains
competence, see if he can find yellow squares or blue circles!
�

Hold up one color, name it, and ask your dog to touch it, i.e.,
touch!" Repeat several times.

�

Now do the same with your second color — "Yellow, touch!"

�

Now offer both colors at the same rime. In order to help her succeed,
offer one closer to her, and cue her to touch that one. Repeat multiple
times, randomly alternating which one you offer closer to her and ask
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'Blue,

her to touch. Also switch sides, so the same color isn't always in
the same hand.
�

Repeat the process with the colors on the floor, again starting with the
target color closer to her to help her succeed, until she can touch either
requested color consistently and correctly with both the same distance
away.

�

Finally, name and add red to her repertoire.

And what then? You can get creative and mix them up. Sec if she can learn
to select the red balls from a pile of red and blue ones. Teach her the names of
the rooms in your house and ask her to bring the yellow
Frisbee to you from the bedroom. Teach her the names of family members
and ask her to cake the blue teddy to Dad in the living room.

READING, WRITING, AND 'RITHMETIC
No fooling — taking cognition one step farther, it really is possible
to teach dogs to read, count and even write. We've touched on
canine reading before, but a quick rundown of how to start:
�

Make two white signs that are identical in size and shape, with the
word "SIT" in large black letters on one sign, and the word 'DOWN"
on the other.

�

With your dog standing in front of you, hold up the "SIT" sign, pause,
and verbally clue your dog to sit.
Repeat until you can hold up the
Sign and he sits without you
having to say "Sit." He now thinks
holding up a white square with black squiggles on it is a cue for
"Sit.'

�

Now hold up the "DOWN" sign in the exact same position you
previously held up the "SIT" sign, and verbally cue your dog to down.
Repeat until you can hold up the sign and he lies down without you
having to say "Down.' He now thinks holding up a white square with
black squiggles is the cue for "Down.'

�

Now vary which sign you hold up in the exact same position, pause and
cue the appropriate behavior, until you see that your dog is beginning
to offer the correct behavior in response to whichever sign you hold up.
Your dog is reading — if recognizing that one set of squiggles means
he should sit, and the other means he should lay down.
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�

If you want to take it further, make additional cue cards for behaviors
your dog knows, and use the same procedure to teach him new words.

What about writing and arithmetic? Ken Ramirez, former head curator at the
Chicago Aquarium and current Executive Vice President and Chief Training
Officer of Karen Pryor Clicker Training, has taught his dog to count to 14. It's
too complicated to explain here, but you can read Ramirez's description of the
amazing project here: clickertraining.com/node/5002.
Emily Larlham of Dogmantics Dog Training (dogmantics.com) in San
Diego, California, demonstrated her dog's ability to write words with a marker
held in his mouth to a dumbfounded crowd of dog trainers at last year's Pet
Professional Guild Summit in Tampa, Florida, I kid you not. There is still so
much more to learn about our dog's cognitive abilities. The sky truly is the limit.
How to Play "You Choose"
Our dogs have very little opportunity for choice in their lives in today's world.
We tell them when to eat, when to play, when to potty, when and where to sleep.
We expect them to walk politely on leash without exploring the rich and
fascinating world around them, and want them to lie quietly on the floor for
much of the day. Compare this to the lives dogs used to live, running around the
farm, chasing squirrels at will, eating and rolling in deer poop, chewing on
sticks, digging in the mud, swimming in the pond, following the tractor...
There's a good likelihood that this lack of choice is at least partly responsible for
the amount of stress we are seeing in many of our canine companions these
days. Imagine how stressed you would be if your life was as tightly controlled as
your dog's!
We can introduce choice to our dogs by teaching them a "You Choose" cue:
Select a very high-value and very low-value treat. Show one to your dog and
name it (Meat, Beef, Chicken). Let her eat it. Repeat several times. Show the
other to your dog and name it (Kibble, Milkbone). Let her eat it. Repeat several
times. Now tell her to "Wait," say your high-value name, put it in a bowl and set
it on the floor at your feet. Repeat "Wait" if needed, say your low-value name,
put it in a bowl and set it on the floor six inches to the side of the first bowl.
Now say "You choose!" "Pick one!" (or whatever you want your "Choice" cue
to be) and invite her to choose a bowl. While she eats that treat, pick up the
other bowl.
Repeat numerous times, randomly putting down high-value/low value first, on
random sides, until it's clear she's realizing she can choose her preference. (You
might be surprised to discover what you think is higher value for her; it may not
Now think of other ways you can offer your dog choices in her daily life!
Author Pat Miller, C.BCC-KA, CPDT-KA, is WD] 's Training Editor. Miller is
also the author of many books on positive training. Her newest is Beware of the
Dog: Positive Solutions for Aggressive Behavior in Dogs.
Whole Dog Journal – October 2017
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Our logo shirts are now world-wide !

Yumiko, sporting the 2017 NCIWC Specialty hoodie that
just arrived in the mail. Next to Yumiko on the sofa is Tara
(their 8 month old puppy from Australia).

NOTE: There are a few logo T-shirts & Sweatshirts still
available - if you are interested, please contact Lynne
Rosebrock at carroyiws@sti.net
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Every dog suffers from diarrhea at least once in his lifetime. And every dog
owner knows how messy, smelly, and uncomfortable it is — for the dog and for
everyone.
Here is the scoop on the health benefits of feeding pumpkin to dogs with
diarrhea, so that you can help get your dog back on track.

What Causes Dog Diarrhea?
Before you reach for that can of pumpkin, you first need to figure out the cause
of your dog’s diarrhea.
Diarrhea is one of those symptoms that pops up for all kinds of diseases and
infections, from parasites to parvo. Your dog's diarrhea could be a sign of
serious, even fatal illness, or it could be something as simple as a mild upset
stomach.
Just like us, dogs can get diarrhea from stress or a change in their diets. These
mild cases of diarrhea normally resolve on their own, and you can help by
adding a dietary supplement like pumpkin or feeding a mild diet designed for
upset, canine tummies, such as a homemade bland diet made of three parts white
rice to one part protein, such as boiled skinless or boneless chicken, or a
prescription bland diet.
If your dog is suffering from consistent diarrhea or bloody diarrhea, you should
take him to see your veterinarian. Puppy diarrhea is especially concerning and
should always be treated as a potential emergency, just in case it is a serious
illness. Once your veterinarian has diagnosed your dog and suggested a
treatment plan for the cause, however, pumpkin can be a helpful supplement to
get your dog’s diarrhea under control.

Can Pumpkin Help With Dog Diarrhea?
Pumpkin is a fiber-rich food that also contains important vitamins and minerals,
such as vitamins A, E, and C, and potassium and iron. Plain, canned pumpkin is
available year-round and can be a great addition to your canine first aid kit.
Pumpkin can ease digestion in several ways. The soluble fiber content in
pumpkin adds bulk to your dog’s stool by absorbing water, and fiber
fermentation produces beneficial fatty acids that supply energy to cells,
stimulate intestinal sodium and water absorption, and lower the pH level of the
large intestines.
Fiber also acts as a prebiotic. Prebiotics are different from probiotics. They
stimulate the growth or activity of these beneficial bacteria in the intestines and
inhibit the growth of harmful bacteria. Fiber does this by lowering the pH

level and providing the necessary nutrients these bacteria need.
These traits can all help with some cases of dog diarrhea. Depending on the
cause of your dog’s diarrhea, veterinarians might recommend feeding either a
highly digestible diet or a diet full of prebiotics (fiber). In some cases, they may
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also recommend adding probiotics, which are supplements that contain live
beneficial bacteria. Pumpkin acts as a prebiotic booster for these probiotics.

How Much Pumpkin Should I Give My Dog?
To help abate your dog’s diarrhea, add 1-to-4 tablespoons of pumpkin to your
dog’s meal. It is a good idea to start out with smaller quantities to avoid adding
too much fiber to your dog’s diet, and if you have any questions about exactly
how much pumpkin to feed your dog, consult your veterinarian.

What Kind of Pumpkin Should I Feed My Dog?
Plain canned pumpkin is the healthiest choice for your dog. Both fresh and
canned pumpkin are good sources of nutrients and fiber, but canned pumpkin
contains a higher concentration of fiber and nutrients compared to fresh
pumpkin. This is because fresh pumpkin has higher water content than canned
pumpkin. However, canned pumpkin with added salt, spices, sugar, or other
additives can irritate your dog’s stomach further, counteracting the beneficial
effects of the pumpkin.
Note that you should NEVER use canned pumpkin pie, as it may contain xylitol,
which is toxic to dogs.

Can Pumpkin Help With Dog Constipation?
On the opposite end of the spectrum, pumpkin can also help with constipation in
dogs. The Merck Veterinary Manual states that adding 1-to-4 tablespoons of
pumpkin per meal to the diet of a dog suffering from constipation can help ease
mild constipation. It is important to make sure that dogs are well hydrated any
time you increase the fiber content of their food, as dehydration can make
constipation worse.
It is also imperative to find out why your dog is constipated. Consult with your
veterinarian to make sure your dog doesn't have an enlarged prostate, foreign
material or bones in the colon, or another issue that could be an

emergency if it isn't dealt with properly.
Pumpkin is a useful and affordable way to help battle your dog’s diarrhea. If
your dog is suffering from diarrhea or constipation, a tablespoon of pumpkin can
ease his distress. Talk to your veterinarian if pumpkin does not help resolve your
dog's diarrhea and see if there are other supplements or medications you can try
instead.
AKC web
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Howl-O-Ween !
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Donner Trail Kennel Club
Judge: Ms Debra Thornton
BOB

October 7, 2017
1 Dog Special

GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard

Donner Trail Kennel Club
Judge: Ms Kathryn Cowsert
BOB

October 8, 2017
1 Dog Special

GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard

Skyline Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mr Neil McDevitt

October 20, 2017
2 Dog Specials

BOB

GCHB Glenfels Limerick Gday USA - Mike & Marcia
Walsh & Jamie Souza Bartlett
SELECT DOG GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
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Del Valle Dog Club
Judge: Mr Daniel Foran

October 21, 2017
2 Dogs / 4 Bitches
2 Dog 1 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW/BOB Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
RWD
Oberon Weasley Vom Maerchenwald - Harry Burr
WB/BOS Carroy Zajacz’s Aibreann Of Tory - Carla Zayac
& Lynne Rosebrock
RWB
Fleetwind Carroy Lucky Charm - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
SELECT DOG GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT BITCH CH Folkloire’s Ain’t She Sweet - Alan & Jane
Schluter
Del Valle Dog Club
Judge: Mr Magnus Hagstedt

October 22, 2017
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches
2 Dog 1 Bitch Sp

WD
RWD

Oberon Weasley Vom Maerchenwald - Harry Burr
Fleetwind Carroy Cormac - Lynne Rosebrock
& Lois Thomasson
WB/BOW/BOB Carroy Zajacz’s Aibreann Of Tory - Carla Zayac
& Lynne Rosebrock
RWB
Summerhill Zajacz She Loves You - Carla Zayac
& Bambi Rabe
BOS
GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT DOG GCHB Glenfels Limerick Gday USA - Mike & Marcia
Walsh & Jamie Souza Bartlett
SELECT BITCH CH Folkloire’s Ain’t She Sweet - Alan & Jane
Schluter
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Kennel Club Of Salinas
Judge: Mrs Barbara Rupert

November 10, 2017
4 Dogs / 2 Bitches
4 Dog &2 Bitch Sp

WD
RWD

Glenn Eyrie Rumplestiltskin - Sheila Paske & Sue Nelson
Gabriel’s Qooldude Of Cu Mara - Ann Gould, Tom Birse
& Mike Luba
WB/BOW Cu Muirin Nicks Of Eagle At Glenn Eyrie - Susan Nelson
& Jim Williams
RWB
Quest Nothings Gonna Stop Us Now, CD, RN, BN, JC,
CGCA - Cynthia & Kevin Steele
BOB
GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
BOS
CH Folkloire’s Ain’t She Sweet - Alan & Jane Schluter
SELECT DOG GCHS Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
SELECT BITCH GCH Pinehurst Maja At Wildwood - Carol Jorczak
Wine Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Lisa Warren

November 11, 2017
8 Dogs / 7 Bitches
5 Dog &2 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW Glenn Eyrie Rumplestiltskin - Sheila Paske & Sue Nelson
**** New Champion ****
RWD
Oberon Weasley Vom Maerchenwald - Harry Burr
WB
Cu Muirin Nicks Of Eagle At Glenn Eyrie - Susan Nelson
& Jim Williams
**** New Champion ****
RWB
Eirinn’s Cait Of Carroy - Chris & Megan Thompson
BOB
CGHB GCHB Glenfels Limerick Gday USA - Mike &
Marcia Walsh & Jamie Souza Bartlett
SELECT DOG GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
SELECT BITCH GCH Pinehurst Maja At Wildwood - Carol Jorczak
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Wine Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Gloria Gehringer

November 12, 2017
7 Dogs / 5 Bitches
5 Dog & 3 Bitch Sp

WD

Gabriel’s Qooldude Of Cu Mara - Ann Gould, Tom Birse
& Mike Luba
RWD
Oberon Weasley Vom Maerchenwald - Harry Burr
WB/BOW Eirinn’s Cait Of Carroy - Chris & Megan Thompson
RWB
Quest Nothings Gonna Stop Us Now, CD, RN, BN, JC,
CGCA - Cynthia & Kevin Steele
BOB
GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
BOS
GCH Pinehurst Maja At Wildwood - Carol Jorczak
SELECT DOG GCHS Kool And The Gang Roan Inish Angela Constable & John Dowell
SELECT BITCH CH Cu Muirin Nicks Of Eagle At Glenn Eyrie Susan Nelson & Jim Williams
Kennel Club Of Salinas
Judge: Mr Ken Murray
BOB

November 13, 2017
1 Dog Special

GCHB Carroy Lying Eyes Of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett, Karen Corriea & Brenda Shepard
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Signs That They’re REALLY Bonded To You
Nov 9, 2017 | Posted by Bob McMillan
Wolfhound people are a needy, battered bunch. We put our hearts — and
backs — into caring for our furry loved ones. Sometimes we fail to see
the signs of how much they really do love us in return.
It’s not that Irish wolfhounds scrimp on affection or attention. We just
get used to their lavish devotion. We get tunnel vision. Then we get
paranoid. Do they really really love us? Relax, here are some easy ways
to shake off the doubt and tell that your wolfhound is thoroughly bonded
to you:
Getting To Know You, Getting to Know ALL About You
All dogs study their humans. Sometimes we think they read our minds
when in fact, they’re simply shrewd and meticulous observers. But Irish
wolfhounds could write a doctoral thesis about you.
It’s not that wolfhounds are needy. They just like to to know what makes
their belongings tick. And there’s no doubt about it. You’re their human.
Wolfhounds are insatiably curious. Whatcha got in your pocket? Where
ya going? Sneaking another Oreo, aren’t ya. Make a move and you can
feel their very eyes tracking you. Why are you going into the bathroom?
Silly human, mere doors don’t keep me out…
When you’re in the shower and feel a cold nose snerfling up your
backside, you can safely say they really love you. Look, they’re even
studying what kind of soap and shampoo you prefer. Maybe they’re
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planning on Christmas gifts. Just as soon as they watch you swipe that
credit card one more time…
Closer To You
Speaking of inseparable… Most dogs want to be close to you.
Wolfhounds take it a touch further. You’re their happy place. They don’t
realize how much they weigh. Or maybe they’re teaching you that
sometimes, love hurts. But, could you keep the squeaking sounds down?
You’re disturbing the ambiance doing all that flopping around and
cracking while they stretch out comfortably on top of you. There. You’ve
gone all quiet. All is right in their world. At least until the ambulance
your spouse called arrives.
Public Displays of Affection
Wolfhounds are big kissers. Sloppy, wet, enthusiastic kissers. Our Finn
used to nibble on our chins to show his affection. Oona playfully
crunches down on the tip of my nose with her molars. The tears in my
eyes? Surely they’re just pure affection. Mostly she just kisses, though.
Or licks my face. Until she goes into a blissful trance. And my face
begins to bleed from raw, primal love. And a surprisingly pebbly tongue
that just won’t stop.
Eyes Only For You
A dog who’s tightly bonded to you seeks eye contact. A wolfhound
speaks volumes with his eyes. Particularly when you’re holding food.
Like, “Whatcha eeaaaating? Is it any good? I notice you got lots there. A
little thing like you won’t eat it all, right?” You couldn’t hear it any
clearer if he enunciated it like a diction coach.
Then comes the laser eyes. Fixed, like a hypnotist. You can avert your
eyes. You can lower the brim of your cap. It’s no good. Those eyes are
still there. They’re not even blinking.
So you give him a pinch of whatever you’re eating. And there it is. You
see the love in his eyes. And the way he licks his lips. He has eyes only
for you. And your pork chops…..

Your editor (Robin) has found this website delightful - it is all
about Irish Wolfhounds (and friends). I made a deal with the
author (Bob McMillan) to allow me to publish his articles in The
Hounds’ Bugle for a Bugle in return !
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Coursing
Northern California Whippet Fanciers
Judges: Susan Smith & Jane Taylor
Four Open Stake:
1st & BOB Grace Steele
2nd Janis Lursen Powers
3rd Jack Ishihara Lum
4th Wilson Lursen Powers

November 4, 2017

Northern California Whippet Fanciers
Judges: Susan Smith & Jane Taylor
Four Open Stake:
1st & BOB Grace Steele
2nd Jack Ishihara Lum
3rd Janis Lursen Powers
4th Wilson Lursen Powers

November 5, 2017
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Fast CAT
Fast CAT is a fun and exciting new dog sport that is rapidly gaining
popularity across the US. It is a simple 100 yard, timed straight run following a
lure. Dogs run one at a time. The time is calculated into miles per hour- how
cool is that! The miles per hour are equal to points, so if a dog runs 20mph, that
is 20 points. Smaller dogs are given a handicap. B-Cat title is earned when dog
earns 150 points. There are more titles for more points. All breeds and AllAmerican dogs can compete.
Two handlers are required for each run, the first releases the dog at the starting
line, the 2nd catches the dog at the end. Some clubs are using automatic timers,
others have two people timing the run.
Dogs must be 12 months of age, and bitches in heat may not run.
Because it is a short run, following a lure, with a person at each end, it is a great
training run for lure coursing. The "catcher" can call
and encourage a dog, giving it lots of praise for chasing lure at end of run.
Tips for your first Fast CAT :
* Bring two leashes- one for releasing and the other for catching dog at end of
course.
*The person the dog will come to should be the catcher, often when owner
releases, dog circles back to them. When a "stranger" releases- the dog will be
more willing to chase lure toward their beloved owner
*Find out where your dog is in the line-up, and which dogs are ahead of you.
*Be sure to send your "catcher" (with a leash) down to the other end 2-3 dogs
ahead, so they are ready when it is your turn. Some clubs will move you to the
side if your "catcher" is not ready when your dog's turn comes up.
*Bring your chair, and water for your dog. You may want to bring your own
water and snacks.
*Have fun! Watch other dogs run, some are just hilarious to watch
More on AKC website under Events, Fast CAT....oh yeah and the top twenty
dogs of each breed are listed there.
More on AKC website under Events, Fast CAT....oh yeah and the top twenty
dogs of each breed are listed there.

Submitted by Cindy Steele
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When Cancer Strikes the Blood Vessels
An all-too-common disease of older dogs
There are six types of cancer that make up the majority of malignancies
striking older dogs: lymphoma (cancer of the lymph nodes), osteosarcoma (bone
cancer), mammary cancer, mast cell tumors (mast cells are immune cells found
all over the body), soft tissue sarcoma (cancer that takes hold in connective
tissue like muscles and nerves), and one called hemangiosarcoma.
Hemangiosarcoma, with its grim prognosis, may be the diagnosis a dog owner
least wants to hear. Chris Stickell of Monkton, Maryland, has now heard it twice
— first with one of her golden retrievers, and then with another one from the
same line, 10-ycar-old Bailey.
She found out with Bailey when she took him to an emergency trauma center
a few months ago because of poor breathing and what appeared to be some
abdominal distention. She thought it might be bloat, but after some diagnostic
testing, she learned about the cancer.
Could there be a genetic predisposition, Ms. Stickell wants to know? Is that
why both dogs from the same line got it? It's a plausible avenue of thought.
Tufts veterinary geneticist Jerold Bell, DVM, says that research has already
identified genetic markers "that segregate with higher risk of developing
hemangiosarcoma, [but] no specific genes have been identified. ...This is a
project that is still in the development stage and needs to be further worked out,
he comments.
Another way of putting it: the genetics haven't been nailed down, but it's not
outrageous to wonder whether two dogs from the same line both ended up with
hemangiosarcoma because of a shared genetic f propensity. Indeed, goldens in
general, along with other large-breed older dogs, most notably German r
shepherds and Labrador retrievers, are especially prone to this type of cancer,
and that's in all likelihood not a genetic coincidence. Genetic predisposition or
not, just what is e hemangiosarcoma? And how do you deal with it? h Where
hemangiosarcoma strikes k Hemangiosarcoma is a cancer of the cells that form
blood vessels. It can n originate in any tissue that contains blood vessels,
meaning pretty much d anywhere in the body, but the most common location is
the spleen. That's an organ in the abdominal cavity that stores red blood cells as
well as platelets and some other cells. It's also the r organ that helps to rid the
body of old or damaged red cells. Some 80 percent of hemangiosarcoma cases
occur in the spleen.
Another common site is the heart. That's particularly problematic.
Hemangiosarcoma in that organ causes bleeding into the pericardial sac around
the heart, and even very small quantities of blood in the sac can affect the heart
dramatically, specifically by keeping it from filling properly. In some cases, that
can lead to heart failure. That is, it takes much less bleeding for cardiac than for
splenic hemangiosarcoma to be life-threatening.
Bailey's hemangiosarcoma appears to have started in his spleen — but has
spread to his heart. During his diagnostic workup, Ms. Stickell says, 'he was
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determined to have a pericardial effusion which was tapped and revealed bloody
fluid."
But it doesn't really matter where hemangiosarcoma starts. The incidence of
its spread from the blood vessels to other tissues is virtually 100 percent.
Typically, from the spleen, hemangiosarcoma spreads to the liver. From the
heart, it most frequently goes to the lungs.
What a dog owner might notice
Signs of the disease will vary depending where in the body
hemangiosarcoma develops. If it's in the spleen, sometimes there are no
discernible symptoms whatsoever. If it's large enough, however, you might be
able to see that the abdomen is enlarged — no doubt the reason Ms. Stickell
thought Bailey had bloat.
Another sign can occur if the tumor ruptures. It can cause bleeding into the
abdominal cavity, making a dog weak and leading to collapse or fainting. The
rupture itself can lead to immediate death, a not uncommon scenario if the
hemangiosarcoma is growing in the heart.
Whatever the signs, hemangiosarcoma is diagnosed with ultrasound, as was
Bailey's. Ultrasound doesn't definitively say that what's showing up is cancer,
but other causes can be ruled out based on the appearance and placement of the
tumor. The ultrasound will also suggest if the cancer has spread to the liver,
while a chest x-ray will help indicate whether it has spread to the lungs.
Treatment options
If the cancer hits the spleen, removing it through surgery (it's called a
splenectomy) is the basic treatment. A dog, just like a person, does not need a
spleen; it is not an absolutely essential organ.
But if the hemangiosarcoma strikes the heart, a veterinary surgeon can
remove not the heart itself, of course, but the diseased tissue. Tufts veterinary
surgeon John Berg, DVM, who serves as editor-in-chief of Your Dog, says that
splenectomies are more commonly performed than heart surgeries for dogs with
this type of cancer, but it's not simply because the disease more often strikes the
spleen or because the heart surgery is somewhat more involved, or because
recovery takes a little longer. It's because "people are put off by the idea of heart
surgery, " he says. "They hear 'heart' and 'cancer' and feel too uncomfortable to
green light the operation,' even though dogs who have the surgery tend to
come out okay.
Following the surgery, chemotherapy is frequently recommended because the
cancer is so apt to metastasize. The chemo attacks cancer cells all over the body
(whereas radiation is targeted at one spot). Unfortunately, despite the chemo
recommendation, the data on whether chemo actually helps are somewhat
cloudy. Thus, says Dr. Berg, "one can conclude that if the chemo helps, it
probably doesn't help dramatically. " A veterinary oncologist can discuss the
choice with you when it comes to your own dog, taking into account the
specifics of your pet's case.
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Survival time
Survival time after the surgery is limited to three to four months. They're
good months, particularly after removal of the spleen if that's where the cancer
is. The recovery is fast, with the dog back on his feet within days. Moreover,
quality of life is not diminished during those last months; the dog doesn't waste
away while getting worse and worse. The time of actually feeling sick is quite
compressed, with the dog feeling healthy until the cancer shows up somewhere
else in the body.
Since by the time Ms. Stickell's dog Bailey was diagnosed the cancer had
already spread from the spleen to the heart, she decided not to opt for the
surgery but to give him the best quality of life he could have until he made it
clear that life was no longer what he wanted. At the time of this writing, four
months after his diagnosis, he is, against the odds, still comfortable and enjoying
the love and care of his family.
'He continues to eat well," Ms. Stickell reports, 'still loves rides and walks,
though we have shortened his usual two-mile walk. His exercise tolerance is
definitely limited, and he spends more time resting although you might attribute
this to his age alone if you weren't aware of his diagnosis. Otherwise the only
significant change we are aware of is that he makes a kind of grunting sound
when he assumes a prone position. We will continue to allow Bailey to do what
he enjoys doing until he reaches a point where that is no longer the case.'
A dog lover after our own hearts — and no doubt yours, too.

Author not given
Your Dog Magazine – August 2017
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Obedience And Rally
Grace earned her Companion Dog (CD) title. The first leg was
at the IWAWC specialty in July, taking 3rd place. In August,
at the Mensona show in Santa Rosa, another 3rd place score.
The final leg at the Lake County Show, Vallejo in September
was a doosie. We were first team into the obedience ring,
coming out with a qualifying score, then running across the
fairgrounds to the
confirmation ring just as the
boys were starting. After
confirmation, we sprinted
back to compete in the group
exercises. Grace and I got
there just as our class was
completing the 3 minute
down/stay exercise.
However, the judge was kind
and permitted us to do sits
and downs with the next class
(A). We still came away with
a 4th place finish!
Cindy Steele
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Massage for What Ails Your Dog?
More veterinarians are referring patients to canine massage
practitioners, both for relief from pain and to restore function and
vigor.
By Lisa Ruthig
Great Dane mix Menace had survived myriad allergies, gastrointestinal
problems, mange, bloat, and a blockage in his intestine but kept going. In his
later years, says his owner, Cathy Sutton of Franklin, Massachusetts, "his back
end was giving out. He started to lose control of his bowel, and his neck always
had a huge strain on it and was tight all the time because he was compensating
with his front end for his weakened back end. When he was 12 years old
everybody told me that was as long as he was going to live. "
But then Ms. Sutton started bringing Menace to a massage practitioner. "He
would walk out of there way more comfortable and more himself and would
sleep better," she says. " After the first time, I could see that he was walking
better. For a while after each session he would stop having accidents. I am very,
very sure that with the deep tissue massage he was receiving, he lasted three
years longer than he would have otherwise, " Ms. Sutton relates. (He died two
weeks shy of his fifteenth birthday.)
"People think of spa massage, but that's not what this is," Ms. Sutton says. "This
is therapeutic massage. The practitioner really gets in and under the fascia and
works the areas that have a knot or are bulging and releases that tension.'
Menace and his massage practitioner had forged such a deep bond that she
was there when the 100-pound dog was finally euthanized last year at a ripe old
age, providing massage therapy to make the very end of his life that much more
gentle and soothing.
Karen Palmerino of Holland, Massachusetts, tells a similar story of her
recovery with massage. Her Dachshund, Spumoni, had spent the first six years
of her life confined to a crate having puppies at a breeding mill. When she first
came to live with Ms. Palmerino, her muscles was so underutilized that she
would injure herself very easily. 'She would limp or her head would drop —
signs that she was uncomfortable," the dog's owner says.
Laser therapy didn't help, but when a massage practitioner came to the house,
"we noticed a huge improvement," Ms. Palmerino comments. “Her recovery
time from injury decreased by a third pretty quickly. And her range of motion
overall, improved quickly also.”
The Practitioner showed Ms. Palmerino some of her massage techniques so that
she could apply them to her dog on her own, today, 1l-year-old Spumoni is
"stronger in general" with injuries occurring a lot less often.
The massage practitioner for both of these dogs was Lisa Ruthig, who chairs
the National Board of Certification for Animal Acupressure and Massage and
also serves as Director of Animal Programs at the Bancroft School of Massage
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Therapy in Worcester, Massachusetts. For some insight on the benefits of canine
massage, what conditions it won't help, how to find a qualified canine massage
practitioner, and whether canine massage is ever covered by health insurance,
we sat down with Ms. Ruthig for an in-depth interview.
Your Dog: What is the mechanism by which massage benefits a dog in pain or
who has lost mobility?
Lisa Ruthig: It is believed that massage blocks pain because of all the sensations
it causes to travel the central nervous system — pleasure, pressure, movement.
That leaves less room for pain signals. It's called gate theory. People who have
had good experience with canine massage also list a bunch of other beneficial
biologic processes, but I'm not sure a lot of them are even true. For instance,
everybody says, 'Oh, massage increases circulation,' but the research on that is
iffy. I'm not sure it's useful to think of it that way, anyway. No one ever comes
to a massage practitioner saying, 'I want my dog's circulation increased.'
Your Dog: What do they say when they come? That is, why do people hire
massage practitioners for their dogs?
Ms. Ruthig. A lot of my patients are geriatric. They might have arthritis, or
just general discomfort from any number of issues — a lot of hip dysplasia,
intervertebral disk disease, cognitive dysfunction.
Your Dog: Cognitive dysfunction?
Ms. Ruthig: I don't know how it helps — that's a very good question — but it
seems to. I'm having some luck with it. Maybe it helps by facilitating relaxation,
thereby making a dog more comfortable generally and letting him settle down
better at night, which is when a lot of dogs with cognitive dysfunction [canine
Alzheimer's] do particularly poorly.
For a number of conditions, the benefit isn't a clear, direct one. For instance,
with intervertebral disk disease, I can't as a massage practitioner help what's
going on inside the bones or disks of the spine. But if a dog with disk disease
has pain, he might use his body less in certain spots and overcompensate in
others, and I can help loosen things up and get him to redistribute his movement
of body muscles in order to relieve discomfort.
I do a lot with passive range of motion in this regard — moving a dog's joints
to help him maintain the range of motion he does have by loosening them —
and perhaps even increase range of motion depending on what the issue is. A
dog doesn't have to get stiff and creaky when he's older. There are things
massage can do to keep the muscles limber.
Your Dog: In what other situations might someone consider taking his or her
dog to a massage practitioner?
Ms. Ruthig: Just to be clear, depending on a dog's level of pain or mobility or
even fear, a massage practitioner might come to the house. The dog doesn't
always have to go to the office. But there are a number of other circumstances
for which massage therapy might be indicated. It's useful after orthopedic
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surgery, for instance. In fact, we're seeing more and more post-op orders from
vets to encourage lymph flow and keep joint range going even when the animal
is crated and not yet weight-bearing. Even before surgery, I help some dogs get
into peak shape so that when they come out of being crate bound afterwards,
their recovery will be easier.
Dogs that aren't candidates for surgery — they're too ill or their 'parents' can't
afford it — also benefit from massage. Perhaps it's a pet with a tear in the knee
ligament or one with hip dysplasia. I'll massage them and keep their muscles
strong and keep the joints moving smoothly through passive range of motion to
help keep the condition from advancing as much as possible and sometimes
even get some function back and maintain mobility. It always has to be done in
conjunction with proper veterinary care. The vet may prescribe meds that will
help the dog and also has to monitor the animal's condition in general. Massage
never replaces veterinary treatment.
Your Dog: Any other instances in which massage might help?
Ms. Ruthig: Absolutely. Anything that involves pain from muscle strain —
massage can help with that. Massage can also become a nice part of a behavior
modification protocol. Because of its relaxation effect, it can make a dog less
aggressive, or calm him down if he has anxiety behaviors.
It can also pick up where pain medications leave off, and sometimes even
reduce the necessary dosage. In addition, sometimes a dog will wake up from
anesthesia thrashing and need to be calmed down.
The kind of simple massage I use can be taught to owners. It can even be
used for something like a dog having trouble getting to sleep because of joint
pain. If people want, I fold into my massage sessions some teaching of a simple
Swedish massage sequence that they can then safely do anywhere on the body
that will both relax their dog and relieve pain. The key is to use moderate
pressure (too light is stimulating), and also to move extremely slowly.
Your Dog: How do you choose a good massage practitioner for your pet?
Are there licensing requirements?
Ms. Ruthig: Washington is the only state that requires licensing for canine
massage practitioners. You have to sit for a written test after at least 200 hours
of hands-on training. In some states, an animal massage practitioner can only
work as part of a veterinarian’s office. In others, the massage therapist must be
a vet. In still others, like in Massachusetts, where I practice, the law is quite
vague.
Your Dog: So how does a person choose if she or he doesn't live in the state
of Washington? Is it best to look for a veterinarian who has had massage
training?
Ms. Ruthig: Vets are not necessarily trained in veterinary school
Massachusetts, where I practice, the law is quite vague.
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Your Dog: So how does a person choose if she or he doesn't live in the state
of Washington? Is it best to look f for a veterinarian who has had massage
training?
Ms. Ruthig: Vets are not necessarily trained in veterinary school to do
massage, and it’s often not financially feasible for them to offer it in their
practices unless they hire a practitioner. It’s akin to expecting your physician to
prescribe physical therapy for you and also be your physical therapist. It may
not even be necessary for a massage practitioner to confer with a veterinarian if
the dog in question is simply getting massage for wellness rather than to treat a
specific condition.
I would say you want to look for someone who has had at least 200 hours
of training. That is the length of the program at the Bancroft School of Massage,
where I work, and it is what is required by the National Board of Certification
for Animal Acupressure and Massage — the standard for licensure by
Washington. All the training should be hands-on; some programs consist of just
watching videos of people conducting animal massage. In my opinion, you can't
learn massage by video.
On top of the hands-on training, all massage programs should have classes in
anatomy and physiology. I know that if someone were working on my dog, I'd
want them to know what structures were under their hands.
It's also very important that if your dog has a specific medical condition that the
massage is meant to treat, the practitioner should be working with a veterinarian.
We as massage practitioners are adjunctive to treatment of medical conditions. If
the person you're considering to massage your dog says she or he doesn't need to
consult with the dog's doctor, that's a big red flag.
Part and parcel of that is that a massage practitioner should never diagnose a
medical condition. She or he may have suspicion about a medical condition, but
it’s up to the vet to rule in or out any medical illnesses.
Your Dog: That's a lot to consider.
Ms. Ruthig: Yes, which is as it should be. Your dog's well-being is at stake.
On the 200 hours of training, my hope for states where it's illegal to perform
massage unless you're a vet is that veterinarians would look to the National
Board of Certification for Animal Acupressure and Massage for a set of
standards in choosing a program.
Your Dog: How much should someone expect to pay for a massage session
for their dog?
Ms. Ruthig: The cost varies from region to region, but typically the cost is
similar to the cost of massage therapy for people. A ballpark range in New
England, where I work, would be anywhere from $65 to $90 for one hour. It
could be considerably less in some other regions. A lot of times, because the
massage practitioner will come to your home, it cuts down on hassle for you and
increases your dog's emotional comfort.
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Your Dog: Is massage therapy covered by pet health insurance?
Ms. Ruthig: There are some pet health insurers who will cover it. Healthy Pet
is one, and Trupanion offers a rider for it. More might come on board. When I
started in 2008, people were like, 'You do what?' Now they're familiar with it,
and more veterinarians are referring pets out for massage and seeing the benefits
to their practices.
Your Dog: What made you decide to work in this field?
Ms. Ruthig: My dog got hit by a car when he was a puppy and broke his
femur [thigh bone]. I knew he'd have arthritis issues as he got older, so I learned
massage at the Bancroft School to be able to relieve him of pam and soreness
later on In life. I was In IT at the time but was so taken by what massage could
do for a dog that I quit my job and never looked back.

When Massage Is Not an Appropriate Treatment
While massage is generally very safe, especially if the practitioner
is trained, massage practitioner Lisa Ruthig points out that there
are certain conditions for which it is contraindicated or unlikely to
be helpful either locally or systemically.
�
�
�
�
�
�

Fever
Undiagnosed injury
An incision site not yet healed
Any tumor or mass, including mast cell tumors
Deep work on the neck for dogs with wobbler syndrome
(compression of the spine at the neck)
Deep work at the lesion site in intervertebral disk disease
(and any tumor or mass, including excess of caution is
necessary here)
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Rottweiler
senior dogs

longer
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Have a very Happy Holiday
Season with family & hounds

And a fantastic 2018 !
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2 year olds: Journey Christian
5 year olds:

Lillie Jepson

Remember, this is YOUR publication ! If you would like to see
your dog’s birthday listed, please contact
Carol Jones

RoseheartCu@gmail.com
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(916) 961-8981

Safe journey - sure will miss you
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NCIWC Calendar
December 1 & 2, 2017
December 3 & 4, 2017
December 9, 2017

Golden Valley KC - Stockton
San Joaquin KC - Stockton
Gathering Of The Cu - Salinas

January 20, 2018
January 27 & 28, 2018

NCIWC Monterey Walk
Golden Gate KC - Daly City

February 3 & 4, 2018
Sun Maid KC - Fresno
February 17 & 18, 2018 Santa Clara KC - San Jose
February 24 & 25, 2018 SSIH AKC Lure Trials

If you have an activity to add here, please let me know Editor, Robin Burchett kyeriw_iw@att.net (925) 689-9765
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The Hounds’ Bugle
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441

